Heat flow in a cylinder with internal heating is used as a basis for deriving a simple theory of detonation front curvature, leading to the predktion of quadratic curve shapes. A thermal conductivity of 50 MWhmn2 is found for TATB samples.
Heat flow in a cylinder with internal heating is used as a basis for deriving a simple theory of detonation front curvature, leading to the predktion of quadratic curve shapes. A thermal conductivity of 50 MWhmn2 is found for TATB samples. crRo (1) where E. is the total energy of detonation, Us and D are the detonation velocities in cylinders of radius IL and infinite size, and <x> is the sonic reaction zone length. Also, c is a wall expansion function, empirically set for unconfined samples to
As the reaction zone increases, the skin layer increases exponentially to a limiting value. Eq. 2 was createdempirically and is designed to enlarge the reaction zone length as the radius increases.
We now consider the detonation frontjusing the mathematics for uniform heat flow in a cylinder with an internalheat source. 
where AOis the energy lost per unit volume out the side of the cylinder, because this is replaced from farther inside the cylinder. The energy must be divided by the time to cross the reaction zone (<xC>/U,) to get power. We obtain the lost energy from Eq. 1:
We integrate Eq. 3 and substitute Eq. 4 to get
The lag is quadraticwith radius, a result that fits
The explosive uses the lag to move energy to the fairly well for most explosives, as seen for Forbes' edge but needs to keep the front as short as possible PBXN-111 shots in Figure 1 .3The constant K in Eq. 5 so that Eq. 8 seemsreasonablein this regard. In Eq.
is the curvature and 1/K is the radius of curvature. 6, U~E~= 1 and R~21s = <%>, so that Eq. 8 is a
The quadratic relation has a 15-20% deviation at the coincidence from our few examples.
edge. The thermal conductivity may be found from
This is the starting equation in Detonation Shock (6) Dynamics and Whithams Shock Dynamics, where we see some of the structure of the constant that goes with the curvature.lO>l 1 Figure 2 .
The best data in Table 1 is for the TATB explosives where K = 50 MW/mm2. We also see that The edge lag is only 0.1 mm and the cs.uvature is rough and not quadratic. Here, we believe the intergrain voids are of the size of the reaction zone so that energy flow to the edges is scattere~producing a ragged front.
The rare type 1a quadratic curvature of the finegrained 70'XO RDX explosive, which has had all voids pressed out that no hot spots occur, is shown in 
